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Betsy and Ramie Pierson were living in Dayton, Ohio,
when, one day, they decided to drive out to Bainbridge to
look at a truck that someone had listed for sale. In the process
they stumbled upon a handsome piece of land bordering
Pike State Forest that piqued their interest and would set
into motion for them an entirely new chain of events.

harvested from a separate property they owned nearby
on Jester Hill. The construction required an unfathomable
amount of careful engineering, precise calculations, and
indomitable strength and will. As Ramie got closer and
closer to completion day, he became extremely fatigued in
mind and body. He was so worn out with the seemingly
endless project that at lunch time he would sit with his back
to the house, rather than have to look at it. But, thanks to his
persistence and determination, the family was able to move
in to the log cabin on July 5, 1995.

The Piersons purchased the property in 1986. Eager
to settle down with their two young children, Ramie
proceeded to construct a one-room building - without
benefit of electricity - that would serve as his workshop
by day and the family’s residence at night while Ramie
was constructing their dream log home. They found they
could easily transform the workshop into a home in the
evening simply by placing a large sheet of plywood over
Ramie’s saw. The little work shed had no indoor plumbing
nor running water, but Ramie and Betsy made do. Betsy
recalls that whenever she or Ramie headed to the outhouse
at night, the trek provided them a great opportunity to look
up at the stars.

Over the ensuing years, the Piersons created a
sustainable homestead on their land, raising chickens,
keeping bees, harvesting wild mushrooms, making soap,
growing gardens and tapping trees to make maple syrup.
Betsy cooked delicious meals with the vegetables and herbs
they grew, while canning and preserving the excess. Ramie
split and stacked firewood from fallen trees for the wood
stove - the only heat source for the log house. He did it all
by hand because wood splitters “were just too noisy.”

From 1990 to 1995, Ramie took on the Herculean
task of constructing their primary home from tulip trees

The Pierson’s lifestyle on Canebrake Ridge was,
compared to most American lifestyles, a rare immersion
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into nature. Surrounding their home was 168 acres
of uninterrupted oak-hickory forest that was, in turn,
contiguous to the 12,000-acre Pike State Forest. Standing
on the ridgetop, it was uncommon not to hear the signature
calls of the pileated woodpecker by day and the barred owl
by night. The seeps that held water year round sustained
an abundance of dusky and two-lined salamanders, and
in early spring the property’s two ponds were filled with
breeding Jefferson and spotted salamanders and newts.
Resonating at night were the trills of spring peepers in May,
the purrs of Cope’s treefrogs in June, and the chants of
katydids and tree crickets in September.

for 34 years. They also succeeded in co-existing with the
endangered timber rattlesnakes with whom they shared
their land. Going against societal norms, they recognized
the fact that the rattlesnakes had been on that ridgetop far
longer than themselves, and the reptiles had just as much
right to live in the woods as they did. The Pierson’s, with
their children and dogs in tow, encountered the reptiles
at least 13 times while hiking in the woods or performing
chores around the yard. Once, Ramie, with his long stride,
stepped right over a mating pair. He didn’t even realize
what happened until his children, who were a few paces
behind, noticed them and called Ramie back to observe the
intertwined duo. The family took a respectful step backward
and observed the snakes until they slowly untangled their
bodies and slithered off in opposite directions.

The vast forest lands that surrounded them supported
ideal habitat for signature deep woodland warblers, such
as the cerulean, hooded, worm-eating, and Kentucky
warblers, as well as the more adaptable ovenbird, parula,
Kentucky waterthrush and yellow throated warblers. On
warm nights in mid-July, a forgotten light bulb left on could
attract spectacularly hued silk moths - the luna, Promethea,
cecropia, and imperial moths. The Piersons beheld all the
seasonal spectacles, from the fireflies of June to the brilliant
colored leaves of a southern Ohio autumn. They lived on
the ridge long enough to hear the ear-splitting drone of the
17-year cicadas twice.

After retirement, with their children now grown, Betsy
and Ramie started thinking about where they wanted to
spend their remaining years. They began facing the hard
decision of whether or not to leave their precious homestead.
They wanted to be closer to at least one of their grown
children and be of service. Their daughter had married
a man in Ireland and together they were developing an
organic farm. Their son was running a large-scale orchard
out west. Knowing that they still had many good years
ahead of them, Betsy and Ramie came to the conclusion
that moving overseas and helping their daughter on her

This simple way of living enabled the Piersons to live
peacefully alongside southern Ohio’s original ark of wildlife
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Tobacco Barn Hollow III’s forest landscape. Photo by Lewis Ulman, trailsidephoto.com.

organic farm might be the best fit. But that led to a concern
about the fate of their hand-crafted homestead that they
had both worked so hard to build, and the 168 acres of
forest around it they so deeply loved.

in search of food, mates, and better denning sites, often
running the risk of getting run over by cars. Vince was
well acquainted with the Arc of Appalachia and knew the
Arc had already purchased 3 tracts totaling 245 acres in
the Pike State Forest region, not far from the Piersons. The
preserve region was originally referred to as Morgan Fork,
after the watershed, but was later called Tobacco Barn
Hollow, after the area’s predominant feature. Vince hoped
the Arc might be interested in working with the Pierson’s
to protect their land as well, so, three years ago he invited
Arc staff members to join him on a tour. Although new to
the organization at that time, I enthusiastically volunteered.

Enter Vince Howard from Adams County. Vince and
his brother, John Howard, are both skilled naturalists and
field researchers who have, since childhood, studied the flora
and fauna of southern Ohio. Over the course of their adult
lives they’ve developed a deep interest in the preservation
of timber rattlesnakes, an endangered reptile in Ohio.
Fortuitously, Vince ran into Ramie at a beekeepers
meeting. Knowing that there were historical records of
timber rattlesnakes in Pike State Forest, and knowing Ramie
lived on land touching the forest, Vince casually inquired
if Ramie had ever seen rattlesnakes on his property. Ramie
told him of their multiple sightings and invited Vince to
come out and see the property for himself.

When I observed how impressive the Appalachian oakhickory forest was on the property, with its large, healthy
trees and almost complete absence of non-native plants, I
knew the land was well worth protecting. However, the
Pierson’s weren’t ready to sell and when we departed I told
them to let us know whenever they were ready.

One of the greatest threats to the survival of
timber rattlesnakes is habitat disruption and destruction.
Unfortunately, the snakes do not recognize human
boundaries and will venture away from protected spaces

Fast forward to late January of this year. I received a
call from Nancy, Arc Director, who had an apprehensive
tone in her voice. She told me that she had just visited the
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The big male timber rattlesnake discovered on Canebrake Ridge earlier this summer.
Note the bulge of TWO recently eaten gray squirrels! Photo by Ethan King.

Although timber rattlesnakes are opportunistic eaters of birds, lizards and even amphibians, they specialize on rodents. Favored foods
are squirrels and chipmunks. They will curl up by a scent trail on a downed log and wait for one to run by, sometimes waiting for weeks.

Pierson’s and they said they were ready to sell. This should
have been great news, except for two things. The Pierson’s
were already committed to moving to Ireland in late
summer and already had two qualified buyers knocking
on their door with solid offers. The other bad news was
that the next Clean Ohio deadline was less than a month
away. We both knew what that meant. If we had any
common sense at all, we would just say it was too late to
entertain the idea. The alternative was for the two of us to
accept an excruciating amount of work, rushing to get the
necessary endorsements from trustees and commissioners,
and pushing to get appraisals and title searches done faster
than our appraisers and attorneys would be comfortable
performing.

project our full concentration, we could probably do it. So
we went for it.
The uncertainty of Clean Ohio funding was asking a lot
of the Piersons, as they already had a lot of things to worry
about. There were 34 years of possessions to sort through
and downsize, an immigration process to navigate, and the
need to make arrangements to ship their five dogs and one
elderly cat overseas.
On our end, the challenge was what to do about the
log house and buildings. Clean Ohio funds were intended
for the purchase of land, not buildings. It would be great
to not have to subdivide the land, and even better to have
caretakers living at the entrance to the preserve; but it was
simply wishful thinking since we didn’t have the money to
buy the residence. And so we arranged with the Pierson’s to
split off the buildings on 7 acres, which could then be sold
to another party on the open market, or to the Arc, if by
some miracle we could come up with either the money or
caretakers willing to invest in the property.

Fortunately, the Piersons were delighted at our
interest and said they would be willing to accept our
offer contingent on Clean Ohio funding, if, and only if, the
closing could take place in July. Nancy and I conferred. We
both acknowledged that the time line was terribly tight
for Clean Ohio, but we both thought that if we gave the
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To monitor timber rattlesnake movements, the Howard brothers keep a close eye on another snake species, the non-venomous black racer,
due to their preference for the same kind of habitats. Shown in photo top right is a black racer hatchling photographed by John Howard.
Left is an adult racer. Right bottom is a photo of “Ramie’s” snake, taken at far distance during a monitoring session by John Howard.

set a date to meet. To our extreme joy, they approved all
three of our grants! However, that was not to be the end of
our problems. Courthouses and county map offices were
rapidly shuttering down. Agency workers started working
remotely from their homes, and ringing government phones
went unanswered. We couldn’t get a survey approved
without the map office, and we couldn’t get a title search
updated without the recorder’s office. To make matters
worse, the Pierson properties lay in two counties, which
doubled our problems.

My husband, Brit Wood, the Arc’s Facility Manager,
is extremely prudent and he is always cautious about
recommending that the Arc take on any new buildings.
When Nancy asked him to make an inspection, both of
us expected he would report back that it would be better
if the Pierson’s sold the buildings off. But guess what? He
couldn’t find anything wrong with the house. He said it was
lovingly and masterfully built, and he agreed it should stay
a part of the property if funding could be found. While
we stewed over this matter, we prepared for the surveyor
to make the 7 acre subdivision, which we called Canebrake
Ridge, and we submitted an application to Clean Ohio for
just 161 acres of vacant land, which we called Tobacco Barn
Hollow III.

Meanwhile, Brit and I continued to chat with the
Piersons. Brit wanted to make sure he understood all of
the subtle nuances of the log house and how best to take
care of it - just in case we were able to find a caretaker in
time to buy it. We also wanted to get to know Betsy and
Ramie better while we still had the chance. They were two
very cool people whom we greatly admired for their wit,
kindness, and deep knowledge of natural history.

Over the course of the next few weeks, Nancy and
I worked long hours to get all three of our Clean Ohio
grant applications completed just a few hours before the
deadline. Then, just a few weeks later, a state of emergency
was declared for Ohio due to the Coronavirus pandemic,
and the meeting that was set up to officially score our three
grants was canceled for the foreseeable future. All we could
do now was fret, as we watched the days tick by ever
closer to the Pierson’s departure date. It looked like, after all
our hard work, we were going to lose the property.

Before we knew it, we unintentionally fell in love with
the house and the property. After work, Brit and I began
daydreaming about becoming its caretakers. We had
never as a couple set down roots before, but felt up to
the challenge of following in Betsy and Ramie’s footsteps.
Like them, we wanted to live sustainably on the land, split
wood by hand for the wood stove, and embrace the idea
of living in peaceful co-existence with the property’s timber
rattlesnakes.

Four weeks later the State Legislature passed a new
regulation allowing the Sunshine Law to be fulfilled with
conference calling, and the Clean Ohio scoring committee
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Tobacco Barn Hollow III is a refuge for large numbers of amphibians. Top left, spotted salamander floating above egg masses produced
by multiple females in early February. After laying their eggs, they depart. More permanent pond residents are newts, shown breeding,
top right. Bottom right is a red eft, the ephemeral terrestrial juvenile stage of a newt. Bottom left, terrestrial wood frogs also migrate to the
ponds to breed in very early spring, only to depart when done. All photos, except the wood frog, by John Howard.

I approached Nancy with the idea, and after musing
over it a bit, she loved it. Betsy and Ramie were thrilled as
well at the thought of their beloved home being protected
and cared for by two people they were fond of, and under
the umbrella of the Arc of Appalachia, an organization
they trusted! This brought them a great sense of relief. It
was then that they made a stunning announcement. Betsy
and Ramie said it was their pleasure to gift the entire 7-acre
tract, the log home, the two ponds, and all the outbuildings
to the Arc of Appalachia. We were speechless!!

snake. Vince carefully captured it and coordinated with
timber rattlesnake expert, Doug Wynn, to have a radio
transmitter implanted in its body, allowing it to be tracked
and monitored. Based on its size, color, and the number
of segments on its rattle, his age was estimated as easily
over 30 years old. Here was an extraordinary opportunity
to advance timber rattlesnake research, and it proved that
the Pierson’s compassionate and respectful lifestyle had
done a world of good for the rattlesnake population on the
property.

On June 12, 2020, earlier than we dreamed possible,
the Arc succeeded in purchasing the 161-acre forest. The
Piersons temporarily retained the house and 7 surrounding
acres until their moving date to Ireland, which was still
planned for August. Just 6 days later, Ramie was walking
the property, when he heard the dogs barking near the
lower pond. By the time he got down there, the dogs had
encircled the largest timber rattlesnake he had ever seen.
He texted Betsy and told her to call Vince Howard on his
behalf, since he did not have strong enough service on his
cell phone where he was standing. Betsy, just having had
knee surgery, couldn’t join him, so she paced around the
house with the help of a cane while she waited for Vince
to arrive, too full of nervous energy to sit still.

On Ramie’s 70th birthday, the Piersons signed over
their home and remaining 7 acres to the Arc. Nancy and
I sat at the closing table across from them, the masks on
our faces hiding our enormous and appreciative smiles. Just
days later, after having shipped their dogs and cat ahead
of them on a special cargo flight for animals, the Piersons
embarked on the flight that would transport them into the
next exciting chapter of their lives. While for Brit and me,
thanks to Betsy and Ramie, we were packing up our things
to embark on ours.

Vince rushed over and found Ramie down by the
pond, keeping a watchful eye on the massive four-foot
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Brit and I moved into the Pierson place a few weeks
later and our volunteer role as the new caretakers began,
in addition to our usual jobs with the Arc. We were told
on more than one occasion by friends and neighbors of the
Pierson’s that we’d have big shoes to fill. Truth is, we know
we can never replace Betsy and Ramie, but we do want our

Spring is a glorious reunion between migrating tropical birds and the forested woodlands of Tobacco Barn Hollow III.
Parula warbler among oak flowers - Photo by Mary Parker Sonis.

lives on Canebrake Ridge to honor their legacies. Our shoes
have seen a lot of miles too, and we hope that we can bring
to Canebrake Ridge our own suite of skills and experiences.

to triangulate and slowly narrow in on its source.
The process was slow, mostly due to the thick greenbriars
that entangled our legs as we walked. But as we continued,
the beeps grew louder and the signal gained strength. At
this point, we would take just a few careful steps at a time,
then pause and cautiously scan the ground for any sign of
the snake. My heart was beating loud in my ears. We were
now within just a few feet of the snake; but because it is
such a master of camouflage and its best defense is to lie
perfectly still, we simply could not see him. And then, there
he was! I whispered to John, “John, I see him! He is right
there in front of you!” John’s eyes swept the forest floor and
then he said softly, “Yep, got him! There he is.”

After the snake was released back on the property
with a monitoring chip in place, it quickly left the area and
found a safe, isolated place to rest and recuperate deep in
Pike State Forest, crossing over the Arc’s other properties
to get there. Vince and John diligently tracked the snake
week after week to ensure it was healthy and to monitor
its movements. John invited me out on one of these tracking
missions, and I eagerly accepted, wanting to learn all that I
could about my new reptile neighbors.
We started out that day around 10 am, entering the
property and hiking out toward the State Forest. After
about a half an hour, we turned on the radio receiver and
listened carefully for the “beep beep” sound of the snake’s
transmitter. The signal was very weak, so we pressed on.

I brought out my phone and snapped pictures of the
snake while John recorded data and marked the GPS
location on a map. And then just like that, it was over. We
turned around and headed back. We didn’t want to stay
any longer than we had to, hoping that our presence had
not disturbed the snake in any way. Our job was just to lay
eyes on him and make sure he looked healthy, which John
was pleased to say that indeed he was.

After cresting a ridgetop, we took another listen. John
explained just how challenging it can be to track these
snakes. Radio waves can bounce off ridges, around valleys,
and off trees, making it difficult to pinpoint the exact position
of the rattlesnake. Once we had a signal, we would use it
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Brit Wood and Andrea Jaeger in the log home recently donated by Betsy & Ramie Pierson. Photo by Lewis Ulman, trailsidephoto.com.

John continued to monitor the snake every week,
following his journey through vast acreages of forest. As I
write, “Ramie’s” rattler is now safely tucked into its denning
site for the winter, along with a few of his brethren.
Timber rattlesnakes are incredibly beautiful animals
that could vanish from Ohio’s forests within my lifetime
due to loss of habitat, human persecution, and the effects
of climate change. Timber rattlesnakes are currently listed
as endangered in Ohio, meaning that they occupy less than
5% of the state and/or their range has been reduced to less
than 15% of historic levels.
Vince and John, alongside many other advocates and
researchers, are doing great work to increase awareness
and appreciation for timber rattlesnakes, which I hope
will inspire more people to have the Pierson’s level of
compassion, interest, and tolerance for these charismatic
animals. Conservation efforts by state and federal agencies,
combined with protection work by non-profits such as the
Arc of Appalachia, are key to giving our timber rattlesnake
populations a chance to survive in Ohio.

Andrea Jaeger is Outreach Coordinator with the
Arc of Appalachia. Like all Arc staff, she flexes to do
whatever is needed, but she spends most of her time
working on grant writing and land acquisitions. She is
often at Nancy’s side, and because she is versatile in
talent, the two often push their projects across the desk at
each other to balance out the current work loads. Andrea
and her husband, Brit Wood, who is the Arc’s Facility
Manager, now live at Canebrake Ridge where they will
watch over the land and the planned trail as volunteers.
Photo by Lewis Ulman, trailsidephoto.com.
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